Date: 11/28/2018

Senate Constitution Amendment #02
Introduced by: Nathan Harmer, General Senator
Supported by: Ivy Oeltjenbruns, Brian Vertullo, Michael Garippo

Article III
Section 6: Legislation
Subsection V
A. Introduction
   1. All Bylaws & Resolutions brought before the Senate must be sponsored by at
      least one senator and submitted to the Administrative Assistant no less than
      three (3) days prior to a session.
   2. The Senate can consider to add a Resolution to the agenda of a session that
      was not submitted in the time frame above with a unanimous vote of the senate.
B. First Reading
   1. All Bylaws & Resolutions shall first be presented to the Senate and then
      assigned to the appropriate committee by the Vice-President upon motion to
      continue the legislative process. If an emergency is declared and the senate
      approves the Resolution with a ⅔ majority vote, a Resolution can skip committee
      action and second reading and go straight to final disposition. If an emergency is
      declared, it will change the number of days the President has to veto from (7)
      days to (2) days. (Article III Subsection 6.F.1)

F. Presidential Veto
   1. The President shall have veto power over all passed Bylaws and Resolutions.
      The President will retain the right to veto legislation in its entirety. Should the
      President fail to veto legislation within seven (7) days of passage, it shall be
      considered passed. The President shall provide a written statement of the
      reason(s) in the event of a veto. If the Senate has declared an emergency, then
      the number of days the president has to veto a Resolution will change to (2) days
      after the passage of the Resolution.
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